CULTURAL RESOURCE SCREENING PROCESS FLOW CHART

Does the project appear on the list of categorical exclusions under Section 428.12/428.13?

- **Yes**
  - ELIGIBLE PROJECT
  - **NOI Instructions:** Answer "Yes" to Question 14 on NOI
  - There is a potential to affect an archaeological or historical resource. Written agreements must be in place with the NYS Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation ("OPRHP") or other governmental agencies to resolve the potential impacts to be eligible for coverage under the SPDES Construction General Permit.
  - **NOI Instructions:** Answer "Yes" to Question 15 TO DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE DOCUMENTATION REQUIRED IN QUESTION 16 OF NOI - GO TO THE SHPRA ELIGIBILITY DOCUMENTATION FLOW CHART

- **No**
  - PROJECT NOT ELIGIBLE
  - Contact OPRHP, a Historic Preservation Commission of a Certified Local Government or a qualified preservation professional to make a determination of historic significance.

Will the construction activity occur in an archeologically sensitive area as shown on the EAF Mapper or OPRHP website?

- **Yes**
  - Will the construction activity occur on a property listed or determined to be eligible for listing on the National or State Register of Historic Places as shown on the EAF Mapper or OPRHP website?
  - **Yes**
    - Is the construction activity immediately adjacent to a property listed or determined to be eligible for listing on the National or State Registers of Historic Places?
      - **Yes**
        - Will the construction activity include the construction of a new permanent building within the following distances of any building, structure, or object that is more than 50 years old?
          - 1-5 acres - 20 feet
          - 5-20 acres - 50 feet
          - 20+ acres - 100 feet
      - **No**
        - ELIGIBLE PROJECT
          - **NOI Instructions:** Answer "No" to Question 15

- **No**
  - ELIGIBLE PROJECT
    - **NOI Instructions:** Answer "No" to Question 15